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The international trading system - 1971-2020

● I am in Mexico and I want to buy something from Ukraine

● I don’t have Hryvnia.  They don’t have Pesos

● We must use US dollars as the medium of exchange

● Problems
○ Transferring dollars is slow and inefficient
○ This means that we have to come up with complex mechanisms to deal work around settlement (i.e. letters of 

credit)
○ Macro problems



This basically works except when it doesn’t

● Bad, bad things will happen if you run out of dollars

● As you run out of dollars, there will be a panic on your currency, resulting in more dollar outflow
○ Mexico 1982, India 1991, Indonesia/Thailand/Malaysia 1998, Argentina 2002, 
○ Eventually, you have riots and you have to bring in the IMF
○ The IMF will then run your economy

● Solution since 1998, nations have massive foreign exchange reserves to cope with economic crisis



Why it won’t work any more

● Triffin dilemma

● For the US dollar to be a reserve currency, the US had to maintain very large trade deficits

● Running a trade deficit is the only sustainable way you can have large amounts of currency out 

there

● You can issue try to loan dollars, but those won’t create currency reserves once loans are paid

● The amount of trade between Africa, Middle East, Latin America, Russia, and China is likely to grow

● US is unwilling to maintain large trade deficits



China and Renminbi Internationalization

● For the Renminbi or anything else to become a world reserve currency, the issuer will have to 

agree to massive trade deficits

● Also large holdings of currency outside of home country will require nation to surrender large 

amounts of political control

● US was willing to do this in the 1950’s and 1960’s in order to create and strengthen Western 

alliance system

● US military/political power preceded assertion of economy power

● Current global situation makes it very unlikely that Chinese government will cede the amount of 

control necessary to be global currency

● Bitcoin solves China dilemma - Allow for more world trade without losing economic control



Why bitcoin works for this

● Bitcoin is politically neutral and not associated with any government

● The price of bitcoin can rise and fall drastically without causing economic problems

● Bitcoin is used only for settlement and not as a unit of account

● Price of bitcoin can fluctuate dramatically without causing economic impact.  The basic problem 

with fiat currencies is that you can’t adjust value without causing economic chaos

● Better settlement system - Just in time currency transfers



The world trade system - 2030

● Mexico to Ukraine

● Mexican converts Pesos to bitcoin sends to Ukraine.  Bitcoin gets converted in Ukraine to local 

currency

● Because the price of bitcoin can fluctuate wildly, the price of bitcoin will always adjust so that you 

have bitcoin available



Is it going to be bitcoin?

● Six months ago I assumed that it might be some other new gold-backed coin 

● Bitcoin now has the installed base

● Volatility can be dealt with by futures and by minimizing settlement time

● Bitcoin has removed some of the capacity limitations

● Maybe one or two other coins can be used as a backup (i.e. litecoin, ethereum, or bitcoin cash)


